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So here we are. At a very unexpected and indescribable place as Uprising currently holds 
it's place in the Top 10! Our fans are continuously killin' it and we have an undying love 
for them - they're the BIGGEST reason we're here. 
 
From day one, we had big ideas and little expectations. As well as little amounts of 
equipment! But as soon as we heard about CineCoup, we thought its platform was 
PERFECT for getting ourselves out there, and despite being young and with less 
experience than other teams, we were ready to be the brave young cool cats that Strombo 
thought CineCoup needed! So out came Uprising, after a lot of deliberation (which we 
won't go into to save you of boredom!). 
 
The initial response to Uprising was completely unexpected - for the first few days of 
launch, Uprising sat in the most popular and top trending spot among 90 other projects, 
and our hopes grew substantially. But being our levelheaded selves, we decided to just 
push harder. So with promotion and awesome people behind us, Uprising racked up a 
solid 4 fan picks, and gained a lot of support from many of the top fans on the Superfan 
Leaderboard. Cue the shout out to the super and uberfans, Dónal O'Beirne for giving 
incredible feedback to all teams, and giving us his Edmontonian support, and Natalia 
Napierski for staying honest, and somehow knowing everything about every team! 
 
Enough about Uprising - what about CineCoup? 
 
Well, since the beginning, we knew the CineCoup Film Accelerator would open a world 
of opportunity for independent Canadian filmmakers – enough to even revolutionize 
Canadian film! (can't help but throw one of our cheesy lines in there). As J. Joly put it – 
paraphrased of course – CineCoup removes the risk of making a huge film and hoping it 
finds an audience by building up the fan base FIRST. And that's HUGE. But the only 
way we’d find an audience is through good promotion, like CineCoup suggested: think 
like an entrepreneur, not a filmmaker. 
 
So we set out having more experience in film than in business, but turns out our promo 
skills weren’t horrid. Who would’ve known teenagers could use the internets! Uprising’s 
been geared towards a demographic of mostly younger adults, 18-25, so Facebook’s been 
our main resource for promotion, and our fanbase has grown hugely. It’s been amazing 
having the ability to interact with fans as well as meet other teams and really connect 
with other filmmakers. 
 
We’ve LOVED CineCoup’s format for audience building as well as media promotion – 



any networks can simply go to one website and get all the information they need. We’ve 
been on CTV, Shaw TV, featured in Metro Edmonton, online blogs, and various other 
forms of media for Uprising, and it’s thanks to CineCoup for creating an easy way to 
package everything that Uprising is. 
 
We can all agree that our biggest moment in the CineCoup Film Accelerator was the 
“Speechless” mission. This was our big chance to clear up everything from our trailer, 
address a few of the criticisms we were getting, and overall presenting a better view of 
what Uprising would look like. We were given a chance to polish out our project, and it’s 
safe to say we NAILED IT. Receiving lots of positive feedback and winning fan pick, we 
also found we had the highest performance on the mission after performance statistics 
were released for the top ten. 
 
This has seriously been a crazy ride, and we're grateful for how far we've gotten and 
especially how much CineCoup as allowed us to expand and develop Uprising while 
building both a project package and a fan base at the same time! We’re truly thankful for 
all our fans for pushing constantly every week to support us, give us feedback, and 
ALWAYS pushing for us. 
 
Lastly, a huge shout out to ALL 90 teams that submitted their projects and your passion 
for filmmaking! And best of luck to the Top 5, whoever they may be – to the top 10, we 
love all your projects and look forward to seeing amazing things come out of your talent, 
experience, and passion. We may not be the most experienced filmmakers compared to 
other teams, so we just want to say a humble thanks to fan support, other teams for their 
sportsmanship and feedback, and to CineCoup for making this incredible experience 
possible! 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Team Uprising 
	  


